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About this manual 
 

This manual is intended to help anyone wanting to install and customize EPV for DB2 plus V7. 

 

Changes 
 

Technical changes or additions to the text are indicated by a vertical line to the left of the change.  

 

Terminology 
 

 A ñviewò is an EPV report presented in an HTML page. 
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1 Overview 
 

EPV for DB2 Plus (EPV for DB2) is a tool designed to provide performance analysts and Database 

Administrators a complete vision of their companiesô DB2 subsystems and workloads. 

 

EPV for DB2 allows rapid identification of anomalies, performance problems and abnormal 

resource consumption. 

 

The product uses auto discovery techniques that are completely transparent to the user, to aggregate 

and correlate the most useful metrics, producing valuable, ready to use information. 

 

EPV for DB2 uses standard metrics available in the z/OS environments, and is designed to use 

mainly SMF data, optimizing the loading procedures and avoiding data redundancy.  

   

The product architecture is modular and very flexible. EPV for DB2 can be installed on most of the 

hardware and software platforms on the market. 

 

All information is presented through simple HTML static pages that can be transferred on any 

platform and accessed using a browser. 

 

All tables located in the HTML pages can be exported to a Microsoft Excel spread sheet by a simple 

mouse click.   
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2 Product components  
 

The product components are: 

 

ü EPV for DB2 Exceptions provides a complete vision of the most important hardware and 

software threshold violations which help locate problems and anomalies immediately. The 

default thresholds fit well for most installations.    

 

ü EPV for DB2 Critical Events provides a general vision of the most important events for 

DB2 environments, including Buffer Pools and Group Buffer Pools events.  

 

ü EPV for DB2 Configuration  provides a general vision of the hardware and software 

configuration of DB2 environments, including buffer pools and group buffer pools size and 

most important parameter settings.  

 

ü EPV for DB2 System AS provides a complete vision of CPU, memory and I/O usage due to   

DB2 subsystem address spaces. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 Resources provides detailed information about threads activity, locking, 

deadlocks, timeouts, Table Space and Index space statistics. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 EDM Pools provides information about DB2 pools usage and effectiveness 

allowing to analyse all the important correlated metrics. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 BP/GBP Pools provides information about buffer and group buffer pools 

usage and effectiveness allowing to analyse all the important correlated metrics. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 Workload  gives a detailed vision of your throughput and CPU consumption 

for each thread typology. Starting from a sharing group vision you can analyze in detail each 

connection type or DB2 subsystems. In addition the top CPU plan, package, transaction, 

authorization id or correlation name consumers are also reported for each hour. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 Trends provides daily, weekly and monthly productivity and resource 

consumptions at system and workload levels. By means of these views itôs possible to 

understand your workloads growth and its impact on your systems. 

 

ü EPV for DB2 User Report provides reports for specific CICS and IMS transactions, plans 

and packages based on user specifications. This allows controlling specific tasks, 

comparing their activity in different subsystems and creating trend reports for each one of 

them.  

 

ü EPV for DB2 Reports provides the possibility to produce on demand Short and Long 

Accounting Reports at summary or detail level specific plans and packages running during 

a specific period of time. 
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3 Architecture 
 

EPV for DB2 is a Perl application based on three tiers: 

 

ü Data Load Interface; 

ü Correlation and Aggregation Engine; 

ü HTML Pages Production Engine.  

 

EPV for DB2 provides a free light version of the EPV Parser for SMF (Parser) product to read SMF 

data and store the necessary fields in a SQL database which will form the input for the Data Load 

Interface. 

 

The Data Load Interface is designed to optimize performance and resource consumption during the 

loading phase, avoiding duplication or data loss. 

Itôs composed of simple Perl exits that extract meaningful data and store it in a transit database. 

These exits represent a gateway from the environment to the product; there is an exit for each kind 

of data to load, and others for general purposes. 

The EPV for DB2 detail database by default contains the last 3 days data, and is designed to avoid 

data loss, data duplication, and -more importantly- to avoid the risk of producing the wrong 

statistics which can be caused by non synchronized SMF intervals. 

The EPV for DB2 detail database can be avoided and processing resources can be saved if enough 

days are maintained in a detailed SMF database.    

 

The Correlation and Aggregation Engine loads a daily SQL database, including only the metrics 

used during the reporting phase, aggregated at hour and day level.  

Configuration parameters set the number of days and months to retain in the database. 

 

The HTML pages Production Engine can be customized in order to: 

ü Produce the HTML pages for one or more days, 

ü Report daily and monthly trends for a desired period. 

ü Perform the statistical analysis to spot statistical values outside the normal distribution 

ü Choose which and how many days to include in the statistics  

 

The HTML pages produced by EPV for DB2 are supported by most common Web servers and can 

be used by the majority of browsers in the market.  

 

The HTML pages can be produced in any environment, and then transferred using FTP, or another 

file transfer program, to the desired server, using the appropriate conversion table when necessary 

(EBCDIC to ASCII).  
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4 Preliminary settings and verifications 
 

Before you proceed with the EPV for DB2 installation you need to perform some preliminary 

actions and verifications. 

 

4.1 Hardware and Software requirements 
The following table summarizes EPV for DB2 Hardware and Software minimum requirements: 

 

Component  Requirements 

Operating 

System 

any Microsoft Windows OS starting from NT 

any Unix/Linux system (special considerations apply to 

AIX systems, please contact EPV technical support if you 

need more information about this) 

Hardware Any hardware platform supported by the previous 

operating systems. 

Processors 2 

Memory 4 Gb RAM 

Disk Space The space needed for database tables and HTML pages 

depends on the number of monitored subsystems and the 

number of days retained in the performance DB. 

Software Supported Database:  

       MySQL Server ver. 5.0 or higher. 

       Microsoft MS SQL Server 2005 SP4 or higher. 

     

External tools:  

       Java Runtime Environment ver. 1.4.02 or higher.    
Figure 1 

 

4.2 SMF Input records  
The following SMF records need to be collected: 

 

 

SOURCE 

  RECORD 

     TYPE  

 

SUBTYPE IFCID  DESCRIPTION  

 SMF 30 2, 3  Address Space 

 SMF 70   CPU 

 SMF 72   WLM Service Class 

 SMF 100   DB2 Statistics 

 SMF 101   DB2 Accounting 

 SMF 102  105,172,196 DB2 Trace 
1
 

Figure 2 

To produce SMF 100 the DB2 Statistic Trace, Class 1 has to be activated. 

To produce SMF 101 the DB2 Accounting Trace, Class 1 has to be activated. 

                                                 
1
 This record is optional; you have to get this info if you want maximum detail about deadlocks and timeouts.  
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Using only this mandatory data will result in a subset of the EPV for DB2 views and analysis. So 

you are strongly advised to also provide additional info in SMF 100 and 101 records by activating 

also the following trace classes: 

 

¶ Record 100, DB2 Statistic Trace, Class 3,5,6
2
. 

¶ Record 101, DB2 Accounting Trace, Class 2,3. 

 

To get package CPU usage, accounting trace class 7 is needed.  

To get information about package waits, accounting trace class 8 is needed.  

Additional package information (such as the number of getpages) are available if trace class 10 is 

also activated
3
. 

 

EPV for DB2 shows database statistics collected querying the DB2 Catalog. The required 

information must be gathered daily from each subsystem.
4
  

 

EPV for DB2 shows index statistics collected querying the DB2 catalog. The needed information 

must be gathered daily from each subsystem.
5
  

 

EPV for DB2 also shows DSNZPARM parameter settings collected running the IBM provided 

DSNWZP stored procedure. The required information must be gathered daily from each 

subsystem.
6
  

 

4.3 SMF record 30 synchronization (subtype 2 & 3) 
SMF 30 subtype 2 and 3 records are not produced by default. 

 

To activate SMF interval accounting using the global recording interval the following parameters 

have to be set in the SMFPRMxx member of the SYS1.PARMLIB library: 

 

¶ INTVAL(mm) where mm is the interval duration; suggested values are 10 or 15 minutes; 

¶ SYNCVAL(nn) where nn is the minute in the hour  that starts the interval; suggested value  

is  00; 

 

In addition the following parameter has to be set under SYS and SUBSYS sections: 

 

¶ INTERVAL(SMF,SYNC).   

 

Writing of these records has to be allowed in SMFPRMxx (under the TYPE sub parameter). 

 

Itôs very important you synchronise SMF and RMF data; to do that you must set the following 

parameter in the ERBRMFxx member, used by RMF Monitor I, of your SYS1.PARMLIB library: 

 

¶ SYNCH(SMF).   

                                                 
2
 Class 6 is only needed for DB2 releases prior to V9. 

3
 Since DB2 V9; in prior releases this information is provided by class 7. 

4
 You have to customize and run the JEPVDBTS sample JCL provided in the product library. 

5
 You have to customize and run the JEPVDBIX sample JCL provided in the product library. 

6
 You have to customize and run the JEPVPARM sample JCL provided in the product library.. 
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5 Installation  
 

Warning: if you performed the EXPRESS customization as described in the ñEPV Plus Products 

for z/OS Installation and EXPRESS Customizationò the EPV for DB2 Plus product is already 

installed. No other action is required. 

 

To install EPV for DB2 you need to perform the following steps: 

 

1. DBMS installation;  

2. Prepare products and password folders in Windows; 

3. Prepare products and password folders in Unix/Linux. 

 

5.1 DBMS Installation 
DBMS installation should have already been performed when installing the EPV zParser product 

which is a prerequisite to EPV. Please refer to the EPV zParser documentation. 

 

5.2 Preparing products and password folders in Windows 
Products and password folders should have already been prepared when installing the EPV zParser 

product which is a prerequisite to EPV. Please refer to the EPV zParser documentation. 

 

If for any reason you need to update the EPV for DB2 product, in Windows systems you have to 

copy the supplied /PRODUCTS/EPVDB2_VXX folder (where XX stays for the version number of 

the product) from the EPV Installation CD to the PRODUCTS folder in EPV zParser installation 

folder.  

From here on the ñ$$$pathò variable should be substituted with the path where the installation 

software was copied. 

 

WARNING:  those folders should not be copied to the disk drive root folder, so we recommend to 

create a folder in the root (e.g. $$$path=/EPVROOT).  

 

If you need to update the license key please copy the LICENSE_EPVDB2.EPV file in the 

$$$path/PASSWORD folder.  

 

5.3 Preparing products and password folders in Unix/Linux 
In Unix/Linux systems you have to copy the supplied /PASSWORD, /PRODUCTS,  /SETUP, 

/TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS, /USERPROFILE, /PERL_MODULES folders and all the included 

subfolders, from the EPV Installation CD to a freely chosen position but the last folder has to be 

EPVROOT (e.g. /home/epv/EPVROOT). 

 

From here on the ñ$$$pathò variable should be substituted with the path where the installation 

software was copied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 




























































